Process Your Photos. Do It Wisely.
October 2009. AccentSoft announces the new version of the premier product
for processing digital photos – SnapTouch 2.90. Copying photos to the
computer in a smart way, cropping photos and stamping the date on them –
these are the distinctive features of SnapTouch. Our web site now contains a
page with video tutorials showing how to use SnapTouch.

SnapTouch copies and sorts photos from your camera or card reader connected to your computer
according to the rules you specify. SnapTouch groups photos by folders and assigns names to files
taking into account the date when each photo was taken. Vertically oriented photos are
automatically rotated with no loss of quality.
Cropping photos to certain proportions helps you create a more distinctive shot out of a photo by
eliminating the unnecessary parts. By properly using cropping, you can avoid mistakes that frequently
occur when your photos are printed in photo labs: trimmed photos with white stripes at their sides.
Cropping is done without any loss in the photo quality and can be done very quickly with batch
processing
Stamping the date of shooting on photos makes them more informative both when you view them
on the computer and later when you print them in a photo lab. Years later we often look back on
photos and wonder when they were taken, so this feature comes in very handy. Like cropping,
stamping the date can also be done very quickly with batch processing.
Copying photos from the camera to the computer in a smart way, cropping photos to certain
proportions and stamping the date of shooting on photos – these are the main, but far from all,
features available in SnapTouch.
The SnapTouch web site has a constantly updated section with video tutorials on how to use
SnapTouch. Be sure to visit www.snaptouch.com for more information.
Pricing and availability

SnapTouch has been tested on all current versions of Microsoft Windows, from Windows 95 to
Windows 7. A license for using it on one computer costs $24,95 US Dollars.
About the AccentSoft Team

AccentSoft, founded in 1999, is a private company in software development for Windows. Our
company develops password recovery software and digital photo processing software..
Home page : www.accentsoft.com
Product page link: www.snaptouch.com
Video tutorial page: www.snaptouch.com/snaptouch-not-photoshop.htm
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